Found Object Assemblage: Inspired by the Art of Simon Sparrow

Project Summary
Students will create small assemblages inspired by the
work of self-taught artist Simon Sparrow using found
objects and recycled materials.

ACTIVITIES
●

Read the book Kenya’s Art (or a book of your choice about recycled art/recycling).

●

Discuss using easily accessible, affordable, and recycled materials to make art. Explain that
making art does not have to be expensive. We can be creative about finding materials to make
art with.

●

Ask students which non-traditional materials (sticks, leaves, cardboard boxes, etc.) would
make good art supplies. For example, Sparrow liked to use plastic figurines, like Star Wars
figures.
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EXAMPLES
This project can be taught to a range of ages, and materials can be varied base on skill level. The
below project examples were created by children ages 6 to 8.

MATERIALS
●

Beads, jewels, shells, plastic bottle caps, plastic figurines, googly eyes

●

Paper cut-outs to add collage elements (I used a circle punch to make cutouts)

●

Pre-painted 4x4 or 5x5 wood boards (buy them pre-painted or coat with white acrylic)

●

Non-toxic glue (Aleene’s Clear School Tacky Glue)

●

Craft sticks for applying the glue

●

Glitter paint or glitter tubes (Loose glitter is too messy!)

●

Paint brushes for glue and glitter paint

●

Plastic tweezers for placing objects on board
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ABOUT SIMON SPARROW
Simon Sparrow (1925-2000) was a self-taught artist who was born in West Africa. He grew up in North
Carolina and eventually moved to Madison, Wisconsin in the 1970s where he was known as a street
preacher. Sparrow’s spiritual beliefs entered into his artwork. He believed he was guided by spirit and
to create.
Sparrow used jewelry, plastic figurines (including Star Wars figures), beads, pine cones, glitter, and
other found object materials to create his mosaic-like artworks. He even covered his car in glitter and
various found objects.
Sparrow passed away in 2000. In 2012, he was the recipient of a Wisconsin Visual Art Lifetime
Achievement Award. His work has been included in several exhibitions and was featured on a 2009
episode of Antiques Roadshow.
Resources:
Smithsonian: http://www.americanart.si.edu/collections/search/artwork/?id=36533
Wisconsin Visual Art Achievement Award: http://wvaaa.com/inductee/simon-sparrow-91
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